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ITRODUCTIO

Coals in the Ferron Sandstone (Cretaceous) produce significant amounts of gas from
Helper, Drunkard’s Wash and Buzzard Bench Fields in east-central Utah.

Gas is also

produced from conventional fields in the Ferron Sandstone on the Wasatch Plateau a few
miles to the west. If localized sandstones in the coal-bed methane fields could be developed
as conventional reservoirs, incremental reserves could be added to the booked reserves for
the field. I undertook a study of the coal-bearing strata to identify the facies present and the
reservoir potential of the sandstones. Facies were identified by studying core. Detailed thinsection analyses of the sandstones were undertaken to document the amount and type(s) of
porosity present.

The type of porosity, as much as the amount, determines reservoir

performance (Pittman, 1979). Permeability, water saturation and specific decline curves can
be related to different porosity types. Sandstones with high secondary porosity, for example,
may have low permeability if the pores are not interconnected. Also, reservoirs that only
have fracture porosity may have steep decline curves. If changes in the type and amount of
porosity correlate with facies changes, then stratigraphic units may be reservoir units
(Pettijohn et al., 1973). When this is the case, stratigraphic units can be used to extrapolate
reservoir units between coal-bearing packages, and production characteristics of reservoirs
will change at facies boundaries.
Previous Work
The Ferron Sandstone is one of the most extensively studied formations in the United
States, not only because of the coal and natural gas resources it contains, but also because the
extensive outcrops provide a natural laboratory for stratigraphers and sedimentologists. The
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most significant research was summarized and compiled by Ryer (2004). Initial studies of
the Ferron date to the late 1800’s, and were concerned mainly with the coal.
Early studies described the coal-bearing strata, but did not attempt to interpret the
environment of deposition. The Ferron was recognized as a member of the Mancos Shale by
Charles Lupton in 1916. He conducted the first comprehensive study of the unit in an effort
to assess coal reserves. The first paleogeographic reconstructions proved to be inaccurate,
although this was not recognized until the 1950’s. In 1951, gas was discovered at Clear
Creek Field on the northeastern side of the Wasatch Plateau. An explosion of research
followed.

At this time, delta complexes were first recognized in the Ferron, and the

sandstone was divided into upper and lower units. The Vernal Delta was named and mapped
by Hale and Van De Graaff in 1964. A second major deltaic complex in the Ferron, the Last
Chance Delta was identified by Hale in 1972. Ryer and his collaborators expanded and
refined knowledge of the Ferron in a series of publications published throughout the 1980s.
Gardner (1995a, 1995b) published a thorough study of the stratal architecture and sequence
stratigraphy of Cretaceous rocks, including the Ferron Sandstone, on the western border of
the Western Interior Seaway.
For centuries, methane in coal was considered a hazard, rather than resource. It wasn’t
until the 1980s that coal-bed methane was viewed as a resource. Once utilizing coal-bed
methane became economically and technologically feasible, some of the largest gas fields in
the Uinta basin were discovered. In recent years, coal-bed methane has proven to be a major
asset to the oil and gas industry in the Rocky Mountain region, with reserves estimated to be
some seven trillion cubic feet (USGS, 2001).

2

Geologic Setting
The geology of east-central Utah is dominated by the Wasatch Plateau, San Rafael
Uplift, and Book Cliffs (Fig. 1). The major exposures of the Ferron Sandstone lie along the
western margin of the San Rafael Uplift. The Ferron Sandstone Member of the Mancos
Shale (Cretaceous) is part of a well exposed clastic wedge in central Utah (Ryer, 2004b) (Fig.
2). It was deposited during a widespread regression of the Western Interior Seaway, which
extended north to the Arctic Ocean and south to the Gulf of Mexico during the Cretaceous
(Henry and Finn, 2003). The western margin of this inland sea was positioned in the area
that is presently east-central Utah (Jarrard et al., 2004).
The Sevier Orogeny, a mountain-building event that took place in the western portion
of North America from the Late Jurassic into the Late Cretaceous, produced a mountain
range along the western margin of the continent. This mountain range was rapidly eroded,
and sediments were carried eastward by a network of rivers. The sediments that were
deposited along the margin of the Western Interior Seaway during the Late Turonian make
up the Ferron Sandstone (Barton, 2004). The San Rafael Uplift marks the eastern extent of
the Ferron. The Ferron grades eastward into marine muds, and westward into coals and
alluvial sediments (Jarrard et al., 2004).
The Ferron Sandstone is composed of an upper and lower unit (Fig. 3). The Upper
Ferron is well exposed along a sixty-mile long, dip oriented belt along the western flank of
the San Rafael Uplift. The Lower Ferron overlies the marine Tununk Shale (Ryer, 2004b).
It is not exposed in the study area.
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Figure 1. Study area. Satellite imagery of geologic features, area of
interest and gas fields depicted.
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Figure 2. Generalized stratigraphic section for East-Central Utah.
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Figure 3. Type log for study area.
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Burial History and Petroleum Systems
The Ferron Sandstone (Turonian) has undergone a complex depositional and diagenetic
history. The sandstone was deposited approximately 90 million years ago along the western
margin of the Western Interior Seaway as part of a clastic wedge shed from the rising
mountains to the west. Sediment was supplied from the rapidly eroding fold-thrust belt
created during the Sevier orogeny (Late Jurassic-Late Cretaceous). Deformation during the
later Laramide orogeny (Late Cretaceous-Paleogene) continued the eastward thrusting, and
build up of the clastic wedge continued well in to the Eocene. The Ferron subsided rapidly
during the later part of the Cretaceous and was ultimately buried to a maximum depth of
approximately 8,500 feet during the Eocene, some 40 million years ago (Fig. 4a). Gas
generation began during the Paleocene at a depth of approximately 7,500 feet (Dallege and
Barker, 2005).
The foreland basin subsided until the beginning of the Oligocene. Subsequent uplift
and exhumation brought the Ferron to progressively shallower depths throughout the
Cenozoic. During this time, extensive volcanism occurred in the region due to the subduction
of the Pacific plate. Ensuing metamorphism of limestone to the south of the study area led to
the generation and migration of the carbon dioxide that is presently concentrated at in deeper
area reservoirs, particularly at Gordon Creek Field (Tripp and Chisdey, 1993).
Over the last fifteen million years, the western United States has undergone uplift and
erosion. Crustal extension produced the Basin-and-Range Province to the west, as well as
the Wasatch Plateau and Pleasant Valley and Joe’s Valley fault systems. Joe’s Valley is the
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easternmost part of the Basin-and-Range province. During the Pleistocene glaciers covered
much of the region, causing extensive erosion and revealing the landscape seen today.
The primary sources for gas in both conventional and unconventional plays in the
Ferron Sandstone are coals contained within the unit (Fig. 4b).

The gas migrated to

conventional reservoirs in the Ferron (Turonian) and, to a lesser extent the Dakota
(Cenomanian) Sandstones. The seals for these reservoirs are the Tununk Shale and Blue
Gate Shale, respectively. Overburden was deposited from the Late Cretaceous through
Oligocene as the basin subsided. Subsidence stopped in the Oligocene and was followed by
a period of uplift and erosion, which brought the reservoirs to depth ranging from 2,500 to
3,500 feet in the study area. Gas generation began in the Paleocene. Structural traps were
formed by both Laramide thrusting and Miocene extension.

8

Figure 4. a) Burial history chart. b) Events chart. Gives chronostratigraphic
analysis of source rock, reservoir rock, seal, overburden and trap. Abbreviations:
Cen.-Cenomanian, Tu. - Turonian, Co.-Coniacian. Sa.-Santonian, Ca.-Campanian,
Ma.-Maastrictian.
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Gas Fields
Natural gas production has become a major economic success in east-central Utah.
This success can be attributed mainly to the relatively recent discovery of large coalbed
methane (CBM) fields such as Drunkard’s Wash, Buzzard Bench and Helper Field (Fig. 3).
The CBM fields are situated along a central gas fairway that is approximately sixty miles
from north to south and is positioned between the San Rafael Uplift to the east and the
Wasatch Plateau to the west. These fields produce gas from several coal beds within the
Ferron Sandstone, and can be seen in core. The coal beds are laterally continuous along the
fairway, but the fields are separated by geographic barriers such as a major interstate and
river systems. CBM productivity is best at the northern portion of the fairway, and decreases
toward the south near the outcrop belt.
Conventional gas fields have been producing in the area for well over half a century.
They lie along the eastern flank of the Wasatch Plateau, to the west of the major coalbed
methane fields (Fig. 3). All of the conventional fields are on closed structural features. Each
of the conventional fields is on a separate structure, but all the fields produce from the Ferron
Sandstone. Production statistics for all of the fields come from the Utah Division of Oil, Gas
and Mining (2008).
Conventional
Ferron.—
Ferron Field, the southernmost gas field in the study area, is in Castle Valley on the
western flank of the San Rafael Uplift. It utilizes both structural and stratigraphic trapping
mechanisms. The main production from this field comes from two faulted anticlines that are
10

overlain by shale. The producing area currently encompasses approximately 4000 acres.
The thickness of net pay in the Ferron Sandstone ranges from 4 to 64 feet, and consists of
lenticular sandstone. Porosity values in this field range from 12 to 17 percent, with 15
percent being average. The average permeability is 14 millidarcies. The cumulative gas
production for Ferron Field was 11.01 billion cubic feet (bcf), as of October of 2007.
Twenty-one wells are located in this field, and the average production is 524.4 million cubic
feet (mmcf) per well.
Flat Canyon/Indian Creek.—
Flat Canyon and Indian Creek are located on the same structure, thus, they will be
referred to together for the purposes of this study. They are located along the Wasatch
Plateau, just west of the northernmost portion of Buzzard Bench Field. They also have both
structural and stratigraphic trapping mechanisms. Their combined productive area is nearly
3000 acres, drilled along a north-south trend. The net pay thickness for the Ferron in this
field ranges from 100 to 200 feet. Porosity values average 12 percent with an average
permeability of 0.05 milidarcies. This field is significant in that it was the only place in Utah
where oil was produced from the Ferron. Flat Canyon Field consists of 7 wells that produced
a total of 10.54 bcf. The average gas produced per well is 1.5 bcf.
Joe’s Valley.—
Joe’s Valley Field is at the northern end of Joe’s Valley Fault System, a long, straight,
north-trending structurally complex area that divides the Wasatch Plateau. It is the smallest
of the gas fields, covering just 1280 acres. The Ferron Sandstone net pay thickness is 195
feet. Joe’s Valley Field is unique in that production from the Dakota Sandstone only occurs
11

in this field, and only in two wells. One of these has a cumulative production of 800 Mmcf,
and the other has produced just over 1.8 bcf of gas from both the Dakota and the Ferron.
These wells are the only producers in the entire field, making the cumulative production here
about 2.6 bcf.
Gordon Creek.—
Gordon Creek Field has become well known for its high carbon dioxide content. The
carbon dioxide was most likely derived from limestone affected by an igneous intrusion or
deep burial. However, the nearest metamorphosed limestone is sixty miles to the south. The
carbon dioxide may have migrated from the south to the location where it is now
concentrated. Gordon Creek is also gas productive from sandstones and coalbeds of the
Ferron Sandstone and as CBM. Acidization is commonly used during well completions at
this field. The net pay from the Ferron is 65 feet, and porosity ranges from 10 to 14 percent.
Seven wells make up this field, and cumulative production is 3.36 bcf. Each well averages a
dismal 479.3 mmcf of gas produced.
Clear Creek.—
Clear Creek Field is the location where the first gas was discovered in the region in
1951. It is positioned atop a regional uplift that is situated between the Joe’s Valley and
Pleasant Valley fault systems which form the trap for this field. This field is remarkable for
its Ferron Sandstone production per well. It is by far the most productive conventional field
in the region. Wells in this field average 14 times more produced gas than wells in other
fields. Nineteen wells are drilled in this field, and the cumulative production is 136 bcf. The
average production per well is 7.2 bcf, and wells are positioned on a 640 acre spacing. The
12

gas in this field produces at high capacity because of an active water drive caused by the
highly fractured nature of the reservoir. Once the gas is depleted, the well will immediately
produce water.
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Unconventional
Drunkard’s Wash.—
Drunkard’s Wash is Utah’s largest CBM field in both acreage and gas production,
and has been in production since 1992. It, like all of the unconventional gas fields, produces
from several coalbeds within the Ferron Sandstone complex, and is positioned between
Helper and Buzzard Bench fields. The average life of a well in this field is eighteen years,
and average production is 1.75 bcf per well (White 2006). This field is mainly operated by
Conoco-Philllips, and two of the cores (Utah 34-510 and Utah 34-517) were taken from this
field.
Buzzard Bench.—
Buzzard Bench lies directly south of Drunkard’s Wash in the gas fairway. The core from
Utah Federal 18-7-9-11 was taken from the southern portion of this field. This field is also a
significant gas producer, and produced 8,219,067 mcf in 2007.
Helper—
Helper field is the northernmost CBM field in the region. It is bordered to the north by the
book cliffs, and is separated from Drunkard’s Wash by the Price River and Highway 6. Per
acre, it is the most productive CBM field. In 2007 it 14,154,252 mcf of gas was produced.
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Figure 5. Gas fields. Fields are separated by color into coal-bed methane
fields and conventional gas fields. Important geologic features are also
noted.
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RESULTS
Stratigraphic Analysis
The Ferron Sandstone was deposited in shallow marine, paralic and alluvial plain
environments during a third-order cycle of relative change in sea level (Ryer, 2004, and
papers cited therein). It consists of interbedded sandstone, siltstone, shale, carbonaceous
shale and coal deposited during the regressive phases of fourth-order cycles of relative
change in sea level (Ryer, 1981). The transgressive phase of each fourth-order cycle is
represented by an erosion surface and lag deposit of shells and rip-up clasts.
Logs from 31 wells were used to construct cross sections and isopach maps of the study
area. Two cross sections were constructed specifically for this study (Plates 1 and 2, in
pocket, and Table 1). Cross section S-S’ runs north to south across Drunkard’s Wash Field
in the central portion of the study area (Fig. 6). This cross section is parallel to the outcrop
belt and runs along strike. Cross section D-D’ runs northwest to southeast across the field
approximately in direction of dip. The cross sections show the strata between a marker bed
in the Mancos Shale (MNCS MKR_1) and a marker bed in the Tununk Shale (Tununk_MB).
This includes the entire thickness of the Ferron. The top of the Tununk Shale is used as a
stratigraphic datum.
In addition to the marker beds in the underlying and overlying shales, six stratigraphic
horizons were picked on the logs: the top and base of the Ferron, the tops of four coalbearing packages, and an erosion surface in the Lower Ferron. The tops of the Upper and
Lower Ferron are easily recognized as distinctive deflections to the left on the gamma ray
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Figure 6. Cross section map. Cross sections represent strike and dip of
Ferron in Drunkard’s Wash Field.
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Cross Section S-S'
API
4301530380
4300730493
4300730739
4300730744
4300730561
4300730418
4300730382
4300730389
4300730396
4300730426
4300730207
4300730407
4300730841
4300730629

Well ame
Utah 08-357
Utah 33-273
Utah 29-239
Utah 21-401
Utah 09-329
Utah 04-218
Utah 04-216
Utah 33-204
Utah 28-189
USA 22-185
Utah 23-2-9
Giacoletto 13120
USA 12-536
USA 01-402

Field
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash

Operator
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company

Location
Emery 8-16S-9E
Carbon 33-15S-9E
Carbon 29-15S-9E
Carbon 21-15S-9E
Carbon 9-15S-9E
Carbon 4-15S-9E
Carbon 4-15S-9E
Carbon 33-14S-9E
Carbon 28-14S-9E
Carbon 22-14S-9E
Carbon 23-14S-9E

Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash

Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company

Carbon 13-14S-9E
Carbon 12-14S-9E
Carbon 1-14S-9E

Cross Section D-D'
API
4300730800
4300730611
4300730658
4300730716
4300730421
4300730511
4300730669
4300730653
4300730560
4300730552
4300730443

Well ame
Seely 22-501
USA 23-423
Utah 25-391
Utah 06-483
Utah 07-235
Utah 17-239
Utah 20-333
RGC 21-331
Utah 28-321
Utah 34-258
Utah 35-262

Field
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash
Drunkard's Wash

Operator
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company
Conoco Phillips Company

Location
Carbon 22-14S-8E
Carbon 23-14S-8E
Carbon 25-14S-8E
Carbon 6-15S-9E
Carbon 7-15S-9E
Carbon 17-15S-9E
Carbon 20-15S-9E
Carbon 21-15S-9E
Carbon 28-15S-9E
Carbon 34-15S-9E
Carbon 35-15S-9E

4301530336

USA 01-264

Drunkard's Wash

Conoco Phillips Company

Emery 1-16S-9E

Table 1. Cross section wells. Listed from northernmost to southernmost well in each
section. Well logs for each well can be seen in Plates 1&2.
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log, where sandstone is in contact with shale. The base of the Upper Ferron was generally
picked at the base of a widespread, coal-bearing shale. Coals in the Ferron have a distinct
response on the density-porosity and resistivity logs.
The Ferron Sandstone ranges in thickness from 1,100 feet in the western part of the
study area to erosional truncation upon the western flank of the San Rafael Uplift. Coal is
found only in the Upper Ferron interval. Because the coal deposition varied greatly, making
definitive statements that hold true for all of the coals is nearly impossible. In cross section
S-S’, four coal-bearing packages can be traced along strike across Drunkard’s Wash Field,
but this is only true in two dimensions. Cross section D-D’ shows the thinning of Ferron
Sandstone basinward, from west to east across the study area (also in two dimensions).
Core Description
Three cores in the study area were available for stratigraphic and petrophysical analysis
(Fig. 6). Cores from two wells, the Utah 34-510 and the Utah 34-517, were provided by
Conoco-Phillips for visual inspection only. No samples could be taken from these cores.
The third core, from the Utah Federal 18-7-9-11 well, was provided by XTO Energy.
Samples of this core were acquired for the purpose of petrographic analysis (see below).
The cores range in length from 104 to 195 feet and are three inches in diameter. The core
was slabbed for better visual analysis and described using a form developed specifically
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Figure 7. Core Location Map. Each core comes from a producing coalbed methane well.
20

for this study (Appendix I). Grain size, color, and sedimentary structures were noted on the
form, as was the occurrence of trace fossils, body fossils and plant remains. A hand lens and
a grain-size comparison card were used to identify grain size.
The largest grain size seen in any of the cores is medium-grained sandstone.
Commonly encountered trace fossils are listed in Table 5 along with their environmental
significance. Fossil content was used along with other evidence to make environmental
interpretations.
Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
A continuous core, 195 feet long was recovered from the Utah Federal 18-7-9-11 well
(Appendix IA). This included the entire Upper Ferron Sandstone consisting of a continuous
122 foot section. Also recovered were approximately 42 feet of the overlying Blue Gate
Shale and 30 feet of the underlying Lower Ferron Sandstone. The Blue Gate Shale interval
(3180 ft to 3222 ft) is a fining-upward sequence of very fine-grained sandstone, siltstone and
rubbly shale. The Upper Ferron Sandstone in this core is comprised of several lithofacies.
Heavily bioturbated, very fine- to fine-grained sandstones with interbedded coals and
carbonaceous shale make up most of the Upper Ferron. Oyster beds of varying thicknesses
are also present.

Trace and body fossils both indicate a heavily marine-influenced

environment (Thompson, 1985). A 7 foot coarsening-upward sequence that grades from coal
to siltstone is present at the base of the Upper Ferron Sandstone.

An erosion surface

separates the Upper Ferron from the Lower Ferron in this core. The Lower Ferron portion of
the core is mostly composed of well sorted, fine-grained sandstone with distinct sedimentary
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structures such as cross bedding.

Trace fossils, including Planolites and Phycosiphon

incertum, are also present in this interval, but are not as common as in the Upper Ferron.
Utah 34-510
The core from the Utah 34-510 well is 114 feet long, and consists only of the Upper
Ferron Sandstone (Appendix IB). In this well, the top of the Upper Ferron is at a depth of
2984 feet, but the core does not start until a depth 3016 feet. Most of this core consists of
alternating beds of clean sandstone and coal. Only two intervals are present that do not fit
this description. One interval is very fine grained sandstone and siltstone between 3094 feet
and 3105 feet that occurs just under an erosion surface. The other is a shale interval that
alternates between rubbly and intact that occurs between 3124 feet and the base of the core at
3130 feet. Bioturbation is most prevalent in the interval between 3113 feet and 3115 feet, but
is sparse throughout the rest of the core.
Utah 34-517
The core from the Utah 34-517 well is 104 feet long and, like the core from the Utah
34-510 well, consists solely of Upper Ferron strata (Appendix IC). The top of the Upper
Ferron is at a depth of 2766 feet. Thin partings of dark mudrock are present in the sandstone
at the top of the core. The core is mainly composed of very fine-grained, heavily bioturbated
sandstones that fine upward into carbonaceous shale and coal. The coal beds in this core
exhibit a higher than average sulfur content, indicating a heavily marine-influenced
environment. Oyster beds containing relatively large shells are a notable feature of this core,
suggesting a prime habitat for these bivalves.
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Lithofacies
Carbonaceous Shale and Coal
The coaly facies seen in core ranges from carbonaceous shale to high volatile B
bituminous coal. The thicknesses of the coals range from less than one inch to almost ten
feet, with three feet being the most typical. Coal beds are widespread throughout the region,
and are the main source rock for coalbed methane fields as well as adjacent conventional gas
fields. The coal has a vitreous luster and is mostly black. Some yellow is present on the
surface of several of the coal beds as a result of sulfur mineralization. A few instances of
secondary mineralization such as nodular pyrite occur. Cleating is also typical. The cleats
are generally vertical, and range in diameter from one-eighth to one-quarter of an inch.
Contacts are generally gradational with carbonaceous shale above and below the coal.
Interpretation.—
The carbonaceous shales accumulated in quiet water, subaqueous environments
removed or isolated from the site of sand deposition.

Sufficient organic matter was

preserved to give the shale a dark appearance. The shales most likely accumulated in a
paludal environment where storm or floodwaters introduced enough mud to overwhelm peat
accumulation. The rate of clastic deposition from even occasional storms or floods generally
exceeds the rate of accumulation of peat (McCabe and Breyer, 1989). The shales alternate
with coals that formed in the swamps when the rate of introduction of clastic material
declined.
Coalification occurs when peat accumulates in an anoxic environment, is buried and
exposed to increased temperature and pressure. The deposition and, most importantly, the
23

preservation of coal-forming organics occur in a swampy environment.

The coal beds

observed in core have gradational contacts with the overlying and underlying carbonaceous
shales unless overlain by an erosion surface. Coals with higher ash contents or sandstone
partings were likely deposited in close proximity to high-energy, shoreline environments or
river channels; while coals with low ash contents, but increased sulfur contents were
deposited in marine-influenced environments (Johnson, 2004).
Massive, Fine-Grained Sandstone
The massive, fine-grained sandstones observed in core are generally light to medium
light gray, with grain sizes ranging from lower fine-grained to upper fine-grained. These
sands are well sorted, with the dominant grain type being moderately, well rounded quartz.
Skolithos and Phycosiphon are present, but not common. Current-produced sedimentary
structures are rare, but water escape structures are present. This facies usually occurs in
intervals that are greater than two feet thick, but thinner intervals are also present. The
massive sandstones are commonly interbedded with finer-grained sandstones that are heavily
bioturbated and exhibit both cross bedding and horizontal lamination.
Interpretation.—
Massive sandstones may result from initial depositional conditions, bioturbation or
liquefaction. The Skolithos ichnofacies forms on shifting sand substrates typically beaches
and barrier islands. The pounding of the surf in these settings often liquifies the sands
causing any original lamination to be destroyed. Water escape structures seen in core further
support the conclusion that the massive nature of these sands is a result of rapid
sedimentation.
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Common Lithofacies Observed in Cored Intervals
Lithofacies

Depositional Process

Depositional Interpretation

Coal & Carbonaceous Shale

Peat accumulation and
coalification/ high organic
content with some sediment
supply

Paludal environment

Massive fine- grained
sandstone

High energy environment
with no definitive current
direction

Beach, barrier island

Very fine-grained
bioturbated sandstone

Biologic and fluid flow
reworking

Bay, lagoon, estuary

Rubbly Shale

Low energy with sediment
fallout

Quiet water, possible
exposure to weathering

Fossiliferous Shale

Brackish moderate to low
energy environment

Tidal flat or other low
energy environment with
frequent sediment influx

(18-7-9-11 & 34-517 only)

Table 2. Common Lithofacies seen in core, process responsible for
deposition of each lithofacies and depositional interpretation.
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Bioturbated, Very Fine-Grained Sandstone
The bioturbated sandstone facies is composed of organic-rich, medium to dark gray,
very fine-grained, moderate to well sorted sandstone. Thicknesses are highly variable and
range from one inch to several feet. This facies is by far the most common seen in the core.
Preservation of current-produced sedimentary structures is variable due to differing amounts
of bioturbation. Trace fossils present are listed in Table 3, along with their environmental
significance. Traces of the Cruziana ichnofacies are the most common sedimentary features
seen in this lithofacies. Calcite cement is a common post-depositional feature. The Upper
Ferron Sandstone is composed mainly of this facies.
Interpretation.—
This facies was formed in low-energy, shallow-water settings such as tidal flats,
estuaries, bays or lagoons. The facies is often overlain by shalier strata that were deposited
in quiet water environments, and is commonly underlain by either coal or well sorted
sandstone.
Rubbly Shale
Dark gray, rubbly shale is a conspicuous component of each core, and can range in
thickness from one to twenty feet. It commonly contains thin (<0.25”) sandstone streaks. It
is almost always overlain by very fine-grained sandstone. For the most part sedimentary
structures are difficult to discern because of the rubbly nature of the strata.
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Interpretation.—
The horizontal laminae and fine grain size indicate the sediment accumulated by
settling from suspension. This facies was deposited in quiet waters where coarser sediments
were sometimes introduced by floods or storms.
Fossiliferous Shale
The fossiliferous shale facies is present in core from the Utah Federal 18-7-9-11 and
Utah 34-517 wells.

The only body fossils present are concentrations of oyster shells

(Gryphaea). The shells have been broken and transported, and are found in a matrix of
medium dark to dark gray, silty to clayey sediments rich in organic material. Scattered,
single shells may be found in the bioturbated sandstone. Beds of fossiliferous shale range in
thickness from two inches to just over eighteen inches. The shells range in size from half an
inch to two inches across. In most cases, large body fossils grade upward to smaller body
fossils. Burrows and plant remains occur along with the oyster shells in many cases.
Interpretation.—
Oyster shell accumulations are most commonly found in the intertidal environments
where sediment supply fluctuates on a regular basis. The fine-grained sediment that
encapsulates the oyster body fossils may indicate that influx and outflow caused a buildup of
mud to accumulate against the shells, and eventually buried them. The shaly nature of this
sediment suggests that the environment was low energy, and the oysters indicate that fresh
sediment was supplied regularly. Tidal flats fit this description.
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Ichnofacies
An ichnofacies is a recurring assemblage of trace fossils formed in response to specific
environmental conditions (Pemberton et al. 1992).
representative ichnogenus.

Each ichnofacies is named for a

Nine ichnofacies are recognized: Glossifungites, Scoyenia,

Trypanites, Psilonichnus, Zoophycos, Cruziana, Skolithos, Teredolites and *ereites. Six of
these are present in the core from the Utah 18-7-9-11 well. Table 3 gives a brief description
of the trace fossil genera identified in core and the typical environmental setting in which
each is found. Photographs of individual traces are shown in Figure 8.
Phycosiphon is a member of the Zoophycos ichnofacies, which is characterized by
tiered feeding traces (fodinichnia), generally occurring in soft and poorly sorted sediment.
This ichnofacies can be found in bays, lagoons and estuaries, on the continental shelf, and
even at abyssal water depths. Phycosiphon was seen in all of the lithofacies. The other trace
fossil assemblages were restricted to either the sandy lithofacies or the carbonaceous shale
lithofacies.
Thalassinoides, Teichichnus and Planolites belong to the Cruziana ichnofacies, which
is characterized by horizontal locomotive traces (repichnia) and u-shaped dwelling burrows.
It forms in lower energy, middle to outer shelf clastic settings, and also in bays, lagoons and
estuaries where fine-grained sediment accumulates. The Cruziana ichnofacies is taken to
indicate depositional settings below fairweather wave base, but above storm wave base. This
ichnofacies is found only in the carbonaceous shale and coal lithofacies, even though
individual genera can be found in other lithofacies.
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The eponymous Skolithos and Ophiomorpha, are typical of the Skolithos ichnofacies.
Vertical dwelling burrows (domichnia) and feeding traces (fodinichnia) are characteristic of
this ichnofacies. This ichnofacies is typical of high energy, mobile, sandy substrates; most
commonly intertidal or shallow subtidal areas, but also deeper water settings, such as the tops
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Trace Fossil Descriptions
ame

Description

Environment

Helminthoida

Tightly looping fecal ribbons
of grazing worm.

Shallow water, low energy.
Nearshore to transition zone;
also deep sea.

Ophiomorpha

Cylindrical pipes with smooth
interior and pelletal exterior.
Branching, horizontal or
vertical.

Shallow, high energy water in
littoral or sublittoral zone on
beaches, shoals, intertidal flats.

Planolites

Sand-filled burrows without
distinct internal structure.
Worm grazing trace.

Tidal flat, nearshore, and
transition zone.

Phycosiphon

Horizontally to obliquely
oriented burrow with U-shaped
loops that make an overall
“antler-like” form for the trace.
Worm grazing trace.

Poorly oxygenated sediments,
high organic content.

Teichichnus

Verticla tubular structures
made of stacked biogenic
laminae.

Lagoon and backshore;
shoreface to deep basin.

Teredolites

Dwelling trace made by woodboring bivalves.

Woody substrates, such as peat
bogs.

Large branching burrow and
tunnel system similar to
Ophiomorpha but lacking
pelletal exterior. Dwelling
place of crustaceans.

High-energy, just below
intertidal zone. Lagoon;
shoreface to transition zone.

Thalassinoides

Skolithos

Typical of shifting sand
environments,
such as intertidal
Low diversity vertical burrows.
zones, the tops of storm
deposits and turbidity flows.

Table 3. Trace fossils present in Utah Federal 18-7-9-11 core, as well as
descriptions and inferred environments of deposition.
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Figure 8. Photographs of trace fossils as they appear in the core of Utah
federal 18-7-9-11.
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of storm deposits and turbidites. The Skolithos ichnofacies is found only in the massive
sandstone lithofacies.
Thalassinoides is a member of the Glossifungites ichnofacies, which mainly consists of
dwelling traces (domichnia). Root traces are sometimes present in this ichnofacies. These
traces occur in firm, but unlithified sediments (firm grounds), which develop in low energy
settings such as salt marshes or high intertidal flats. Two occurrences of the Thallassinoides
ichnofacies were seen in the carbonaceous shale and coal lithofacies. A third occurrence was
in the rubbly shale lithofacies.
A possible Teredolites burrow was identified in one coal. Teredolites is produced by
marine bivalves that leave borings in wood. It is most often seen where marine waters have
invaded peat swamps.
Helmanthopsis, which belongs to the Nereites ichnofacies, was seen in the bioturbated
sandstone lithofacies. This ichnofacies represents low-oxygen environments where finegrained sediment settles from suspension, most commonly, but not exclusively, in deep
water. where the most abundant traces are meandering grazing structures (pasichnia) in mud
and siltstone.
Petrography
A one-hundred ninety-five foot core was recovered from the Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
coal-bed methane well. From this core, forty five thin sections were taken at various depths.
Three-hundred points were counted on each thin section to determine detrital mineralogy,
diagenetic modification, and porosity types. Quantitative estimates of grain size and sorting
were also made for each thin section. No x-ray diffraction analyses of the shales or the fine
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fraction of the sandstones were performed. The modal analysis for each thin section can be
seen in Appendix III. The table gives the volume percent of framework grains, matrix,
cement and porosity in each thin section. The dominant porosity type is noted and the
lithofacies from which each thin section was taken is indicated. Photomicrographs and
written descriptions of each thin section are provided in Appendix II.
All of the sandstones are fine and very fine-grained. The major framework grains in
almost all of the thin sections are quartz and sedimentary rock fragments. Most of the
siliceous grains are monocrystalline quartz, but small amounts of chert are present in some
thin sections. The sedimentary rock fragments are almost exclusively argillaceous grains,
derived from either outside the basin or originating within the basin as rip-up clasts. Fossil
fragments make up a small percentage (<5%) of a few thin sections.
The cement is mainly calcite but quartz overgrowths are conspicuous in certain thin
sections. Calcite replaces feldspar in some thin sections. Most of the porosity observed in
thin section is secondary, resulting from the dissolution of calcite cement, except for the
massive sandstone facies in the Lower Ferron, which retains significant primary porosity. A
small amount of moldic porosity from the dissolution of fossil fragments was seen in a few
thin sections.
Two different types of rock are present in the bioturbated sandstone facies. One finer
grained than the other. The finer-grained type ranges from poorly sorted, silty sandstone to
sandy siltstone or shale. The coarser grained sandstone is described as well sorted, finegrained and quartz-rich. The silty sandstones and sandy shales are the most common rock
type in the core. These rocks contain nearly equal amounts of quartz grains and calcite
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grains. The calcite grains are comminuted shell fragments. The quartz grains in the sandy
siltstone or shale are uniform in size and angular to subangular in shape. The quartz grains in
the silty sandstones are poorly sorted and slightly larger. For examples of the finer grained
rock type, see thin sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 16, 17, 20, 21, 27, 28 in Appendix II.
Well sorted, subrounded, fine-grained, quartz-rich sandstones generally lacking current
produced sedimentary structures and trace fossils are assigned to the massive sandstone
facies. Two intervals of this facies are present in the core, one in the Upper Ferron and one
in the Lower Ferron. For examples, see thin sections 9 through 14 (Upper Ferron) and 36
through 45 (Lower Ferron). Some samples show no porosity. In these sandstones the
primary porosity is completely occluded by calcite cement and quartz overgrowths. In other
samples, significant calcite dissolution has taken place creating secondary porosity.
Five thin sections were made of rock in the carbonaceous shale and coal facies. The
coal (thin sections 18, 24, 32, 35, Appendix II) has a low ash content. The ash is composed
of very fine-grained quartz. The carbonaceous shale (thin section 25, Appendix II) may
consist entirely of silt and clay or it may contain thin streaks of very fine-grained sand.
SUMMARY AD COCLUSIOS
A number of different paleogeographic reconstructions have been presented for the
Ferron Sandstone in east-central Utah (Ryer, 2004). These reconstructions differ chiefly in
the number, size and persistence of various delta complexes. Most workers agree that the
Ferron was deposited in lobate deltas with some wave influence. The major depocenters for
the Ferron deltas were to the north and south of the study area. The Vernal Delta of Hale and
Van De Graaff (1964) is to the north, and the Last Chance Delta of Hale (1972) is to the
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south. The strata in the study area accumulated along an interdeltaic coast on a wavedominated shoreline between the major delta complexes (Fig 8).
The Ferron Sandstone in the study area is composed of a number of recurring
lithofacies, associated with characteristic ichnofacies. Five such lithofacies are present in
core from the study area: carbonaceous shale and coal, massive sandstone, bioturbated
sandstone, rubbly shale and fossiliferous shale. The lithofacies are typically found in finingupward sequences ranging from 15 to 40 feet thick. Eight fining-upward sequences are
stacked atop each other in 122 feet of the Upper Ferron in the Utah Federal 18-7-9-11 core.
The sequences formed during the regressive phases of a series of fourth-order cycles of
relative change in sea level during the Turonian.
The Skolithos ichnofacies is found in the massive sandstone lithofacies.

This

ichnofacies is typically found in high-energy foreshore and shoreface environments, on
beaches and bars. The Cruziana ichnofacies is characteristic of the bioturbated sandstone
facies. It is found in lower energy environments with poorly sorted and mobile substrates.
These conditions may occur in a variety of water depths ranging from the open shelf to bays,
lagoons and estuaries. Given the facies associations seen in core, a shallow-water setting,
such as a bay or lagoon, seems more probable than deeper water, shelf setting.
The coals formed in swampy areas, where the rate of accumulation of peat greatly
exceeded the introduction of clastic material. When (and where) the supply of clastics
overwhelmed the accumulation of organic material, carbonaceous shales were formed. The
transitional contacts between the carbonaceous shales and coals lend support to this
interpretation. The low ash content of the coals indicates the peat swamps were either far
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Figure 9. Schematic drawing of delta complex. Facies present in this
study are related to this depositional environment.
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removed, or isolated from, sites of clastic sedimentation. The occasional partings in the coal
may represent extreme storm or flood events. The peat swamps were separated from the
sandy depositional settings (beaches, bars), by quiet waters (bays, lagoons) in which mud
accumulated to form the carbonaceous shales found below the coals.
Two sandstone facies were identified in core based on macroscopic criteria. The
sandstones could be divided into two groups that corresponded to these facies based on thinsection analysis. Quartz is the most common framework grain in sandstones from both
facies. In addition to quartz, the bioturbated sandstone facies contains significant amounts of
argillaceous material, most notably, sedimentary rock fragments. The massive sandstone
facies does not contain sedimentary rock fragments and is more quartz rich. The quartz
grains in the bioturbated sandstone facies are smaller and more angular than those in the
massive sandstone facies. The bioturbated sandstones are very fine-grained, and the massive
sandstones, fine grained.

The massive sandstones are moderately to well sorted.

The

bioturbated sandstones are poorly sorted.
In general, the bioturbated sandstones have lower porosity than the massive sandstones,
usually less than one percent (Appendix III). Porosity in the massive sandstone facies ranges
from 0 to 20 percent, but is usually about 10 percent. Analyses performed by OMNI
Laboratories on 16 core plugs from the massive sandstone facies gave an average porosity of
7.2 percent.

Porosity ranged up to 20 percent in one interval. Porosity reduction in the

bioturbated sandstone facies is mainly due to compaction of sedimentary rock fragments to
form pseudomatrix.

Only minor amounts of calcite cement are present.

Pervasive

cementation greatly reduced primary porosity in the massive sandstone facies. Some of the
original porosity was regained by dissolution of calcite cement (decementation) which
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produced enlarged secondary pores. This type of porosity is often associated with good
permeabilities (Pitman, 1979), however permeability tests run on core plugs from the
massive sandstone facies show less than 1 millidarcy permeability. Fracture stimulation
would probably be necessary to make reservoirs in the massive sandstone facies economic.
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3180

Color
dark gray

Grain Size

Fossils

Sed.Structures
rubbly shale w/ some sand

Shale

small scale sand laminae;
mostly horizontal with few
ripples

dark gray w/
lt. gray intervals
sparse bioturbation

horizontal sand sh. laminae
heavily cracked

Vfl

ripple lamination; truncation
of laminae somewhat intact

Shale

rubbly w/ interbedded sand bodies; some soft sediment deformation
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3192

Color
med. to med.
dark gray

Grain Size

Fossils

Sed.Structures
horizontal sand bodies w/
little deformation

Vfl

similar to above but with
some evidence of fluid
escape
small scale horizontal lamination

plant imprint; possible slickenside; horizontal laminae

much finer lamination;
mostly massive

bioturbation

some horizontal lamination; climbing ripples; fluid
escape structures
erosion surface
fine lamination (<1mm);
pyrite nodule; truncation;
turbation
notable sand pkg. w/ ripples
atop an erosion surface w/
water escape structures
faint lamination; unremarkable

massive w/ few early cracks

one notable sand lamina; plus
faint unremarkable laminae
abrupt change to sand w/
possible tool marks
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abrupt change back to shale;
mostly massive

Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3204

Color

Grain Size

Fossils

Sed.Structures

little lamination
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11

Lamination at 3208'
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
Color

Grain Size

Fossils
some burrowing

Sed.Structures
fluid escape structure; ripple
lamination
massive; very few notable
structures

Thalassinoides;
possible
Teichichnus

med. lt.
gray

lt. gray

Silty

dark gray

Shale

med. to med.
lt. gray

dark gray
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11

Top of Upper Ferron
Sandstone

Teichichnus at 3222'
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3218

Color

Grain Size

med. lt. to lt.
gray

Fossils

Sed.Structures

extensive
bioturbation

Teichichnus

Teichichnus; heavily
reworked

some water escape structures
soft sediment deformation;
horizontal lamination

Silty grades to
fL
Shale

med dark to
dark gray
med. lt. gray
med. dark gray

oyster bed
root mark; bioturbation
prevalent
horizontal lamination; some
soft sediment deformation

lt. to med. lt.
gray
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11

Bioturbation, Paleophycus and Planolites
at 3235'

Pelletal matter at 3238'

Fossiliferous shale at 3239'
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3229

Color

Grain Size

Fossils

med. dark gray

Sed.Structures

massive except for fossil
reworking

oyster, gastropod body
fossils

extensive bioturbation

Planolites

bioturbation;
Paleophycus;
Planolites

pellets

oyster body fossils

pellets
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11

Thalassinoides in pseudo firm
ground at 3242'

Ophiomorpha at 3246'
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3241

Color

Grain Size

Fossils

Sed.Structures
oyster body fossils

Thalassinoides
extensive bioturbation
lt. gray

Siltstone

high organic content

massive; structureless

rooting

fL
lt. to very lt.
gray

Ophiomorpha

lt. gray

fU

hi organic content; water
escape structures

water escape structures

vfU

Skolithos
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11

Skolithos at 3258'

Ophiomorpha at 3256'

Ophiomorpha at 3260'

Paleophycos at 3260''
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3249

Color

Grain Size

Fossils

Sed.Structures

cracks back-filled w/ calcite

cryptic reworking
lt. gray to
pinkish gray

light sand with dark organic
laminae

fU

brief occurrence of oyster body fossils
lt. gray

slickenside; extensive lamination; much soft sediment
deformation; dish & pillar
structures

mL

fU

horizontal lamination

Opheomorpha

very lt. gray

some body fossils

vfU
med. to med.
dark gray

lt. gray

vfU to vfL

Thalassinoides;
Skolithos
bioturbation; root structure
Teichichnus;
Paleophycus

Opheomorpha;
Planolites

med. gray

59

horizontal lamination

burrowing destroys all other
structures

Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3261

Color
dark gray

Grain Size

Fossils

Sed.Structures
sand lamination

Shale

soft sediment deformation

Planolites
black

med. dark
gray

heavily bioturbated
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alternating layers of coal and
black shale; slickenside

Utah Federal 18-7-9-11

Phycosiphon Incertum in a sand parting at 3273'

Helmanthopsis at 3271'

Phycosiphon Incertum at 3272'
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3267

Color

lt. gray to
med. lt.
gray
very lt. gray

lt. gray w/ med.
dark gray structures

Grain Size

Fossils

Sed.Structures

pellets
vfU

bioturbation

fL

bioturbation

ripple marks; water escape
structures; lamination

ripple marks; small scale
cross beds

vfU

dark gray

Helminthopsis
Shale

Phycosiphon

bioturbation; distinct sand
parting ~2'"

bioturbation

med. gray

fL
Shale

olive blk. to
black

Coal

interbedded coal and shale

Carb. Shale
black
Mottled sand/ shale

mL

ripple lamination

med. lt. gray

black

Carb. Shale to
Coal
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3279

Color

Grain Size

Fossils

Black

Coal to Carb.
Sh.

No Recovery

65

Sed.Structures

Utah Federal 18-7-9-11

Root structure at 3295'

Teredolites at 3295'
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3288

Color

Grain Size

Fossils

Coal and Carb.
Sh. Mix

Sed.Structures

massive; structureless

Phycosiphon Incertum, rooting

pyrite nodules

Possible Teredolites
med. gray

med. gray to
med. dark
gray

Shale

bioturbation;
oyster body
fossils

water escape structures;
roots; soft sediment deformation

Planolites

heavily bioturbated
med. gray

67

water escape structures; soft
sediment deformation

Utah Federal 18-7-9-11

Asterosoma and Skolithos at 3300'

Planolites at 3301'
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3300

Color

vfU

med. lt. gray

Fossils

Grain Size

Sed.Structures

Asterosoma;
Skolithos

massive

Planolites

horizontal lamination; slickenside

Phycosiphon;
Planolites; bivalve
body fossils

69

cryptic reworking; massive

Utah Federal 18-7-9-11

Coal at 3306'
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3303

Color

Grain Size

med. dark
gray

Shale to Carb.
Sh. to Coal

Fossils

Sed.Structures

black

Coal

grayish black

Shale

sparse body fossils
Planolites

medium gray

Siltstone

Phycosiphon

shale inclusions; water
escape structures; ripples

bioturbation

erosional truncation

Shale

fine horizontal lamination

medium to
dark gray

some bioturbation

black
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massive

Utah Federal 18-7-9-11

Phycosiphon, Helmanthopsis and
Planolites within oyster coquina at
3318'
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3315

Color

Grain Size

Fossils

grayish black

Sed.Structures
horizontal lamination

med.dark
gray
oyster body fossils reappear

Helminthopsis;
Planolites

Thalassinoides

Helminthopsis

horizontal and ripple lamination; some soft sediment
deformation; body fossils
reappear briefly

Helminthopsis;
Teichichnus

horizontal lamination

med. gray

root structures
Planolites
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11

Root structure at 3327'
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3326

Color
med. lt. to lt.
gray

Grain Size
vfL

Fossils

Sed.Structures

Phycosiphon Incertum,
bioturbation
sparse body fossils
bioturbation; rooting

dark gray
Sh. to Coal

black

Carb.
Shale

mostly massive

Coal

dark gray

Shale

black
med. dark
gray

rooting; Phycosiphon
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
Top of Lower Ferron
Sandstone

Pseudo firm ground, exposed
surface at 3338'

Helmanthopsis and pelletal content at
3344'
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3338

Color

Grain Size

olive gray

Fossils

Sed.Structures
massive; structureless

med. to med. lt.
gray

Siltstone

Annelids or roots

med. dark
gray

brownish
black

Helminthopsis; pellets

Shale

root structure

medium dark
w/ brownish
gray
black

Coal
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rubbly; carbonaceous

Utah Federal 18-7-9-11

Planolites at 3361'

Water escape structure at 3361'
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3350

Color

Grain Size

Fossils

medium
gray

fL

root structure;
bioturbation

Sed.Structures

mostly massive
Phycosiphon Incertum

rooting

Paloephycus;
Phycosiphon Incertum

med. lt. gray w/
some lt.
brownish gray

horizontal lamination; distinct root; erosion surface

lt. gray

lt. to very lt.
gray

ripple and horizontal lamination; water escape structure

fU

Skolithos

fL

distinctive horizontal laminae

distinct water escape structure
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11

Truncated ripple cross stratification at 3366'
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3362

Color

Grain Size

Fossils

fL

Sed.Structures
dish & pillars; water escape
structures

soft sediment deformation

water escape structure

erosion surface; climbing
ripples
ripples; horizontal lamination

ripples; erosional truncation

massive

water escape structures

massive
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11

Planolites or small bivalves at 3375'
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Utah Federal 18-7-9-11
3374

Color
med. lt.
gray

Grain Size

Fossils

Sed.Structures
lamination

vfU

lt. gray
fL

some bioturbation
Planolites
Ophiomorpha
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Appendix IB
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85

Utah 34-517

Burrow at 2773'

Box 1: 2765-2774
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Utah 34-517
2765

Color

Grain Size

brownish
black

vfL

Fossils

Sed.Structures
massive, structureless

<0.5in coal seams

dark gray

slickenside; ripples

fL

med. gray
interbedded sand/ shale
med lt gray

extensive rippling and lamination
lt. gray

brownish
black

shale

lt. gray

fL

slickenside
interbedded sand/ carb. sh/ coal
<0.25 in each
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Utah 34-517

Coal seam at 2775'

Box 2: 2775-2784

Erosion surface at 2776'
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Utah 34-517
2775

Color
lt. gray
grayish
black
lt. gray
med. dark
gray

Grain Size

Fossils

fU

Sed.Structures
coarse grain sand w/
abrupt change to
coal
carb sh.

shale

vfU

erosion surface

vfL

small scale lamination; soft sed. deformation; sandy storm
deposit

vfU
bioturbation

med. gray

fL

89

water escape structure;
plant remains

Utah 34-517

Extensive trace and body fossil content
at 2789' and 2791'

Soft sediment deformation at
2788'

Box 3: 2785- 2794
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Utah 34-517
2785

Color
med. lt. to
lt. gray

Grain Size

Fossils

Sed.Structures

fL

massive
plant remains
massive
bioturbation

horizontal lamination
massive
abrupt change to fg; soft
sed. deformation; water
escape structures

med. dark gray
vfU
oyster body fossils

ripples w/ truncation

lt. gray

fL

small oyster body fossils; bioturbation

med. lt. gray

bioturbation

water escape structure
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Utah 34-517

Extensive bioturbation at 2797'2798

Box 4: 2795 - 2804
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Utah 34-517
2795

Color

Grain Size

med. lt. gray

vfU

Fossils
bioturbation

Sed.Structures
water escape structures

roots
organic material
increases

dark gray
sandy storm deposit

fL

brownish
black

olive black

few sandy burrows

black shale, storm deposit

massive; structureless

shale

fL interbedded
w/ shale

horizontal lamination
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Utah 34-517

Large oyster body fossils at
2814'

Box 5: 2805-2814
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Utah 34-517
2805

Color
brownish
black

olive black
w/ med. gray

Grain Size

Fossils

Sed.Structures

coal/ shale

shale w/ vfU
interbedded

black

brownish
black

medium
gray w/ lt.
bluish gray
sands

carb. sh w/ coal seams
shale

horizontal lamination w/
bluish coarser grained sands

vfL

vfU

small oyster body fossils

very large oyster body
fossils
dark gray

root structures
coal

black
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Utah 34-517

Oxidized coal at 2815'

Box 6: 2815-2824

Roots and bioturbation
at 2824'
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Utah 34-517
2815

Color
black

Grain Size

Fossils

Sed.Structures

coal

coal/ coarse grain mix;
parting
Med. dark
gray

gradually coarsens and
lightens

fU

bioturbation
light gray

roots
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Utah 34-517

Roots and bioturbation at
2826'

Box 7: 2825- 2834

Erosion surface at 2828'
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Utah 34-517
2825

Color
light gray

Grain Size

Fossils

fU

Sed.Structures
roots; bioturbation

few small coal
seams
black w/ yellow
olive
black
lt. gray

coal to vfL
erosion surface
vfU

med.
gray

horizontal lamination; soft
sed. deformation
bioturbation

silty mixed w/ vfU
fL
dark gray
med. dark gray

coal w/ partings

sh/ coal
fL

fU

bioturbation

med. lt. gray
fL
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Utah 34-517

Bioturbation at 2838'

Box 8: 2835- 2844
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Utah 34-517
2835

Color

Grain Size

light gray

vfU

Fossils

Sed.Structures
biturbation

clean massive sand
med. lt. gray

bioturbation
structureless sand inclusion
bioturbation prevalent

coal seam

med. gray

fL
bioturbation

coarse grained; water
escape structures

med. lt. gray
lt. gray

roots; water escape structures
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Utah 34-517

Erosion surface at
2854'

Box 9: 2845 - 2854
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Utah 34-517
2845

Color

Grain Size

very lt. gray

fU

Fossils

Sed.Structures

sparse bioturbation

bioturbation increases

lt. gray

massive; structureless
sporatic
bioturbation

very small scale coal
seams
fL

massive sandstone

small coal seams

massive

med. lt. gray

erosion surface
med. gray
bioturbation
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ripple lamination

Utah 34-517

Oyster body fossils at 2860'

Box 10: 2855-2864
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Utah 34-517
2765

Color
med. gray

Grain Size
fL

Fossils
heavily bioturbated; some
oyster body fossils

oyster body fossils
increase in size
med. dark
gray

vfU

dark gray
black

vfL
coal

black

coal

brownish
black
med. dark
gray

shale/ silt gradual
change to fL

med. lt. gray
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Sed.Structures

Utah 34-517

Box 11: 2865-2869
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Utah 34-517
2865

Color
light gray

Grain Size

Fossils

Sed.Structures

fL

laminated sandy sed.;
massive

vfU

ripple laminations

water escape structures
med. gray

bioturbation
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Appendix IC
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Utah 34-510

Box 1: 3016-3025

109

Utah 34-510
3016

Color
med. gray
light gray

Grain Size
shale

Fossils
sparse bioturbation

Sed.Structures
truncation

vfU

coarser grained w/ some horizontal lamination

some calcitic deposits; predominant root structure

black shaly horizontal laminae w/ small scale cross bedding from ripples

fL

med. to cg sand
brownish
black
black

dark gray

erosion surface
shale
coal

abrupt change to
carb. sh. then coal

shale/ fL mix

shaly w/ some cg mix

medium gray

rubbly shale

dark gray

coaly/ carbonaceous
rubbly shale
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Utah 34-510

Root structure seen at 3027'

Box 2: 3026-3035
Bedding structures at 3031'
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Utah 34-510
3026

Color

Grain Size

grayish black

shale

dark gray

silty
vfL

medium gray

vfU

Fossils

Sed.Structures
rubbly shale
intact w/ some cg
mix

prominent root structure

rubbly sh.

med. dark
gray
shale

grayish
black
shale/ vfU mix

sand sh. laminations; sparse
bioturbation; water escape
structures

brownish
gray

shale w/ coal

rubbly shale
carbonaceous shale w/ some
small coal seams

brownish
black
med. dark &
med. lt. gray
mix

shale/ vfU
mix

med. dark &
med. lt. gray
mix

bioturbation

cg/ fg mix

high organic content
med. gray
vfL

root structure
some horizontal lamination
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Utah 34-510

Discoloration at
3037'

Box 3: 3036-3045

Dipping beds at 3040'
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Utah 34-510
3036

Color

Grain Size

med. gray

vfL

Fossils

Sed.Structures

brownish gray

vfU

bioturbation

lt. gray w/
med. gray
laminations

dipping bed; water escape
escape structure

horizontal lamination
extensive bioturbation
horizontal lamination
distinctive root structure
lt. gray w/
brownish gray
lamination
lt. gray w/
med. dark
gray lamination
dark gray

bioturbation

dramatically dipping beds

silt
shale

rubbly

intact shale
carb. shale w/ coal seams
grayish black
black

coal

coal
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Utah 34-510

Box 4: 3046-3055
115

Utah 34-510
3046

Color

Grain Size

black

coal

Fossils

Sed.Structures
coal

sand partings

black

fU
coal

dark gray

vfL

dark gray

med. lt. gray

sand partings

fU
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Utah 34-510

Box 5: 3056-3065
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Utah 34-510
3056

Color

Grain Size

Fossils

Sed.Structures

med. lt gray

fL

massive; structureless

med. gray

vfU

rubbly

dark gray

shale
massive

med. dark
gray

vfU

rubbly

black

coal

changes to coal

brownish black
olive black

shale

med. gray

med. dark gray
olive gray

some small scalecoal seams
rubbly

med. dark
gray
vfU

massive
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Utah 34-510

Box 6: 3066-3075
119

Utah 34-510
3066

Color
med. gray

Grain Size

Fossils

Sed.Structures
massive ss

vfU

med. lt. gray

bioturbation; cracks
backfilled w/ calcite

lt. gray
very lt. gray

bioturbation

some bioturbation; highly
laminated
med. lt./ med
gray mix
med. gray

rubbly

med. dark
gray

massive; unremarkable

med. gray

organics reappear
highly rooted

med. lt.
gray
lt. gray
very lt. gray

lightens; massive ss
vfL
bioturbation

laminations
massive
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Utah 34-510

water escape structures
at 3079

Box 7: 3076-3085
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Utah 34-510
3076

Color

Grain Size

very lt. gray

vfU

Fossils

Sed.Structures
massive structureless ss

some horizontal bedding;
beds thicken and become
darker
med. lt. gray
w/ med. dark
gray laminations

very distinctive beds; apx.
3cm

very thin intricate laminations; water escape structures;
dish and pillar structures

lt. gray

water escape structures

laminations dipping at slight
angle

mostly massive w/ some
indistinct water escape
structures
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Utah 34-510

Box 8: 3086-3095
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Utah 34-510
3086

Color

Grain Size

lt. gray

Fossils

vfU

Sed.Structures
massive sandstone; sporatic
organic material

water escape structures; beds
slightly dipping

massive ss

fL

coarsens

erosion surface
dark gray
med. dark gray
med gray

dark coaly bed

vfU

shale w/ little
organic material

root structures
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Utah 34-510

Box 9: 3096- 3105

125

Utah 34-510
3096

Color
med. lt. gray

Grain Size

Fossils

Sed.Structures

siltstone

vfU

brownish
gray

med. gray

med. gray
interbedded
w/ brownish
gray

small coal seams; organic
material increases

shaly/ vfL
brownish
black

coal seams prevalent
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Utah 34-510

Box 10: 3106- 3115
Oxidized coal at 3111'
127

Utah 34-510
3106

Color
grayish
brown

Grain Size

Fossils

Sed.Structures

shale

olive black

brownish
black

black w/ yellow oxidation stains

coal

olive black

shale

carb. shale

olive gray
silty

med. lt. gray
w/ lt. olive
gray
olive black

vfL

med. gray

vfU

extensive bioturbation
massive; structureless
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Utah 34-510

Rubbly shale at 3124'

Box 11: 3116-3125
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Utah 34-510
3116

Color

Grain Size

med. lt. gray

vfL

Fossils

Sed.Structures
massive; structureless

rubbly; very unconsolidated
med. gray
silty
med. dark
gray

shale

dark gray

med. dark
gray

med. gray w/
brownish
gray
reddish bedding w/ some
organic material
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Utah 34-510

Discoloration and soft sediment
deformation at 3126'

Box 12: 3126-3130
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Utah 34-510
3126

Color
med. gray w/
brownish gray

Grain Size
vfU

Fossils

Sed.Structures

bioturbation

shale

rubbly

med. dark
gray

vfU

consolidated

med. gray

shale

brownish
gray

fL

rubbly

consolidated
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Appendix II
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 0%
Slide 1 is a poorly sorted
very
fine
grained
sandstone. The dominant
grain type is quartz, but
calcite and clay particles
are prevalent. No fossil
content is discernable, and
porosity is non-existent.

Slide 1: 3198

Porosity: 0%
Slide 2 is a fine-grained
sandstone with a notable size
difference between the quartz
framework grains and the
matrix.
Calcite cement
makes up a considerable
portion of this slide. Clay
particles are also present in
the matrix.
No porosity
exists.

Slide 2: 3203
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 0%
Slide 3 is mostly composed of
sedimentary rock fragments’
namely clay particles. It has
very little quartz content , and
no porosity is present.

Slide 3: 3204

Porosity: 0%
Slide 4 is a fine grained poorly
sorted sandstone. The quartz
grains are sub-angular, which
represents textural immaturity.
Much calcite cementation
occurred post-burial.
Clay
particles make up a smaller
portion of the matrix. Once
again, porosity in nonexistent.

Slide 4: 3207
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 0%
Slide 5 is a very fine grained
sandstone comprised of equal
parts of calcite and quartz.
Some clay particles are
present, but are not a
dominant grain type.

Slide 5: 3208

Porosity: 0%
Slide 6 consists of an even
mix of calcite, clay and
quartz. It is very fine grained
with a relatively uniform
grain size. No porosity is
present at this depth.

Slide 6: 3222
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 0%
Slide 7 is a non-porous fine
grained sandstone. Quartz
framework
grains
are
supported by a clay matrix.
The sub-angular to angular
nature of the quartz grains
represents a low energy
deposition.

Slide 7: 3223

Porosity: 0%
Slide 8 consists of a very
fine grained mix of quartz,
calcite and clay particles.

Slide 8: 3231
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 1%
Slide 9 is composed of nearly
two thirds clay with the
remainder being made up of
relatively large quartz grains.
Quartz
overgrowths
are
present as well as one
elongate pore.
While the
porosity is negligible in this
slide, it demonstrates that
fracture porosity can exist at
this depth.

Slide 9: 3241

Porosity: 20.6%
Slide 10 is a highly porous
fine
grained
quartz
sandstone.
Most of the
calcite cement has been
dissolves to create secondary
porosity.
Little primary
intergranular porosity exists
because of extensive quartz
overgrowths
and
the
aforementioned
calcite
cement.

Slide 10: 3246
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 6.3%
Slide 11 is a fine grained quartz
rich sandstone. It resembles
the previous slide in that quartz
overgrowths and
calcitic
cement
are
prevalent.
However, much of the calcite at
this depth is still intact. This
greatly reduces the secondary
porosity. Microporosity is the
dominant porosity type at this
depth, but some partial
dissolution is present.

Slide 11: 3247

Porosity: 0%
Slide 12 is a fine grained
quartz rich sandstone. It
consists entirely of quarts
grains with overgrowths
and calcite cement. All of
the initial porosity that was
present at deposition has
been
destroyed,
and
leaching of quartz and
calcite has eliminated any
secondary porosity.

Slide 12: 3248
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 0%
Slide 13 is a non-porous
quartz rich sandstone. Once
again, all of the initial porosity
has been eliminated due to
calcite
cementation
and
quartz overgrowths.

Slide 13: 3251

Porosity: 16%
Slide 14 is another quartz rich
sandstone.
Much of the
calcite cement that once filled
primary pore space has been
dissolved to create secondary
porosity.

Slide 14: 3253
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: <1%
Slide 15 consists of fine
grained quartz sandstone
with a great deal of calcite
cement
and
some
sedimentary
rock
fragments . Porosity is
negligible at this depth.

Slide 15: 3269

Porosity: 0%
Slide 16 is a cery fine
grained sandstone.
The
dominant grain type is
sedimentary rock fragments
with some “floating” quartz
grains. No porosity exists
due to the extremely fine
grained nature of the matrix.

Slide 16: 3270
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 0%
Slide 17 is an interbedded
sandstone- shale sequence.
With
no
primary
or
secondary porosity. Because
of the shaly nature of the
matrix, it is unlikely that
primary
porosity
ever
existed at this depth.

Slide 17: 3274

Porosity: 10%
Slide 18 is a coal bed with
little quartz ash content.
Because of the “cleating”
present in this coal, some
porosity exists.

Slide 18: 3277
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: <1%
Slide 19 is a non-porous
quartz rich sandstone with
a matrix composed of clay
particles.
No calcite
cement is present, and
very
few
quartz
overgrowths,
indicating
that initial porosity was
probably negligible as
well.

Slide 19: 3295

Porosity: 3.3%
Slide 20 is a fine grained
sandstone with a shaly matrix
which
constitutes
the
dominant grain type. Quartz
particles are mostly angular,
indicating
a low energy
environment of deposition. A
fracture exists at this depth to
create
an
insignificant
amount of porosity.

Slide 20: 3297
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 0%
Slide 21 is a non-porous very
fine grained sandstone with a
shaly matrix. Any initial
porosity was destroyed by the
precipitation
of
calcite
cement. The angularity of
the quartz grains, along with
the prevalence of very fine
grained sedimentary rock
fragments as matrix, suggests
a low energy environment of
deposition.

Slide 21: 3299

Porosity: 6.6%
Slide 22 consists mostly of
quartz grains and
overgrowths with calcite
cement. All of the porosity
is secondary and comes
from the dissolution of
calcite.

Slide 22: 3300
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 0%
Slide 23 is a fine grained
sandstone that consists of
quartz framework grains and
overgrowths.
Any initial
porosity has been filled by
overgrowths and, to a lesser
extent, calcite cement. Some
sedimentary rock fragments
are also present.

Slide 23: 3302

Porosity: 0%
Slide 24 is a coal bed with
less than one percent ash
content. No ”cleating,” and
thus, no porosity is present
in this slide.

Slide 24: 3303
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 0%
Slide
25
contains
interfingered sandstone and
shale
intervals.
The
sandstone is supported by a
shale matrix and is very fine
grained.

Slide 25: 3308

Porosity: 0%
Slide 26 is a quartz rich
sandstone with notable
sedimentary
rock
fragments
and
calcite
content.
Any initial
porosity was destroyed by
the precipitation of calcite
cement, as well as quartz
overgrowths.

Slide 26: 3309
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 0%
Slide 27 is a shaly mix with
prominent oyster body fossil
content. All of the calcite
content at this depth comes
from the fossils.

Slide 27: 3317

Porosity: 2%
Slide 28 is also a shaly mix
with prominent oyster body
fossil content. All of the
calcite content at this depth
comes from the fossils.

Slide 28: 3319
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 0%
Slide 29 is composed of
relatively mature quartz
rich sandstone. Quartz
overgrowths and calcite
cement are prevalent, and
destroyed
what
was
probably substantial initial
porosity. Sedimentary rock
fragments exist at this
depth, but the volume is
minor.

Slide 29: 3326

Porosity: 0%
Slide 30 is also a non-porous
fine grained sandstone. Once
again, initial porosity was
filled by calcite cement and
quartz overgrowths. Small
amounts of sedimentary rock
fragments are present, but not
predominant. No secondary
porosity exists.

Slide 30: 3327
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 0%
Slide 31 is a very fine
grained quartz and
calcite rich sandstone
that
exhibits
no
porosity. The calcite
seems to have been
deposited initially as
shell fragments.

Slide 31: 3337

Porosity: 0%
Slide 32 is a coal bed with
a moderate volume of
quartz ash content. This
slide does not portray and
fracture porosity from
“cleating.”

Slide 32: 3339
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 0%
Slide 33 is a non-porous
sandstone with a relatively
high number of calcite
framework grains.
The
matrix is composed of
sedimentary
rock
fragments. The angular/
sub-angular nature of the
quartz grains suggests a
low to moderate energy
environment of deposition .

Slide 33: 3341

Porosity: 0%
Slide 34 is a quartz rich
sandstone with a calcitic
matrix.
Initial porosity
probably did not exist at the
time of deposition, and no
secondary porosity presently
exists.

Slide 34: 3344
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 6%
Slide 35 is a coal bed with a
relatively high ash count.
The ash content consists of
quartz and some calcite.
Some fracture porosity exists
at this depth as a result of
“cleating.”

Slide 35: 3346

Porosity: 0%
Slide 36 is a relatively coarse
grained quartz rich sandstone
with a shaly matrix. Quartz
overgrowths are prevalent,
and have destroyed any
primary porosity that may
have existed.

Slide 36: 3351
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 0%
Slide 37 is similar to the
previous slide in that coarse
grained quartz sandstone is
supported by a shaly matrix.
However, sedimentary rock
fregments
are
less
substantial.
Quartz
overgrowths
are
predominant,
thus,
no
secondary porosity exists.

Slide 37: 3354

Porosity: 9.6%

Slide 38 is another
relatively coarse grained,
quartz rich sandstone.
Quartz overgrowths have
filled most of the pore
space, but some of the
overgrowths are being
corroded away to create
secondary porosity.

Slide 38: 3358
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 21.7%
Slide 39, a highly porous
quartz rich sandstone, contains
many
corroded
quartz
overgrowths.
Any calcite
cement that may have been
present previously has been
dissolved to create oversized
pores.
The lack of
permeability at this depth
could prevent this depth from
being an otherwise excellent
reservoir rock.

Slide 39: 3360

Porosity: 15%
Slide 40 is a quartz rich
sandstone that has some
secondary porosity that
was mainly caused by
the corrosion of quartz
overgrowths.

Slide 40: 3363
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 9.3%
Slide 41, a coarse grained
sandstone with little shaly
content, exhibits some
secondary porosity as a
result of the dissolution of
calcite cement.

Slide 41: 3365

Porosity: 13%
Slide 43 is a quartz rich
sandstone that exhibits some
intergranular porosity. Quartz
overgrowths
and
calcite
cement exist, but do not
eliminate all of the primary
porosity.
This interval
exhibits somewhat better
permeability than is seen at
higher intervals.

Slide 43: 3370
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Thin Section Analysis of Utah
Federal 18-7-9-11
Porosity: 3.3%
Slide 44 exhibits many
quartz overgrowths and a
great deal of calcite
cement.
The only
porosity present
is
intergranular.

Slide 44: 3375

Porosity: 4.6%
Slide 45 is similar to the
previous slide.
However,
some small scale corrosion
has occurred on a number of
the quartz overgrowths.

Slide 45: 3376
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Appendix III - Modal Analysis of Thin Sections
Slide o. Depth
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

3196
3203
3204
3207
3208
3222
3223
3231
3241
3246
3247
3248
3251
3253
3269
3270
3274
3277
3295
3297
3299
3300
3302
3303
3308
3309
3317
3319
3326
3327
3337
3339
3341
3344
3345
3351
3354
3358
3360
3363
3365
3367
3370
3375
3376

Detrital Grains
CaCO3 Composition
Porosity Porosity Type Facies
SRF
Q
Other CaCO3 by vol. Cement Fossil
30.60% 34.60% 0%
29.30%
0
100
0%
BS
19.3
42
0
38.7
61
39
0
BS
98
2
0
0
0
0
0
BS
17.3
44
1.4
37.3
15
85
<1
BS
4
48
0
48
9
91
0
BS
31
34
0
35
4
96
0
BS
34.6
64
1.4
0
0
0
<1
BS
26.8
38
0
35.2
8
92
0
BS
72
26.7
0
0
0
0
1
ep
BS
3
62.4
0
14
98
2
20.6
ep, pd, rip
MS
1.6
71
1.5
19.6
100
0
6.3
m, pd
MS
0
57
0
43
100
0
0
MS
0
70
0
30
100
0
0
MS
8
65.6
0
7
100
0
16
m, op, pd
MS
5%
58
4.9
32
94
6
<1
MS
73.8
22.4
3.8
0
0
0
0
BS
59
29
0
12
6
94
BS
coal 89.9
<1
0
0
0
0
10
ep
C
18
80
2
0
0
0
<1
BS
70
26
0.7
0
0
0
3.3
ep
BS
28
40
0
32
13
87
0
BS
7
64.6
1.8
20.6
11
89
6
pd, rip
BS
6
56
6
32
62
38
0
BS
coal 99.5 0.5
0
0
0
0
0
C
60
30
0
10
0
100
0
CS
20
52
2
26
32
68
0
BS
30
8
0
62
0
100
0
BS
57.8
38.1
0
2.1
0
100
2
ep
BS
0
64.7
3
32.3
84
16
0
BS
3
63
1
33
77
23
0
BS
10
53
0
37
19
81
0
BS
coal 81
19
0
0
0
0
0
C
15
50
0
35
0
100
0
BS
4.6
59.1
0
35
3
97
0
BS
coal 66
19.7
0
8.3
0
100
6
ep
C
13.6
85.6
<1
0
0
0
0
MS
5
95
0
0
0
0
0
MS
4
84.1
2.3
0
0
0
9.6
cg
MS
4
69.3
5
0
0
0
21.7
op, m, cg
MS
4.3
74.7
6
0
0
0
15
m, cg
MS
3
73.1
4
10.6
100
0
9.3
m, pd
MS
2.3
77
1.6
<1
100
0
19
m, rip
MS
<1
64.7
6.3
16
96
4
13
m, rip
MS
2.6
55.1
5
34
94
6
3.3
m, rip
MS
<1
59.7
3.7
32
93
7
4.6
m, rip
MS
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The Ferron Sandstone (Cretaceous) of east-central Utah is a significant reservoir rock for
a prolific gas play in the region. Three facies are present in core of the sandstone. Coarsening
upward sequences of laminated shale and siltstone that grade upward to horizontally laminated
fine-grained sandstones make up the delta front. Coal, carbonaceous shale and oyster coquina
make up the delta plain environment, and massive sandstone bodies represent a shallow shelf
environment. Ichnofacies seen in core range from high energy beach sandstone (Skolithos) to low
energy, mud-rich marsh deposits (Thalassinoides). Several zones within the sandstone have high
porosity, but most of the primary porosity has been filled by calcite cement. Partial dissolution
of the calcite cement has created porous zones. However, the cement has restricted pore throats
making the effective porosity low.

